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Overview
• General Comments
• Relationships Between Fundamental Quantities
• Analysis of OTD & TRMM/LIS Measurements
• Metrics
• Comparisons
• Trends
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Incident Energy is a Very Small Fraction of Flash Energy
o E: Flash Energy (GJ) is huge and is dissipated by acoustical waves, radiation, 
thermal conduction, & convection (mixing)
o radiation: radio, microwave, IR, visible, UV, X-Ray, gamma
o near IR Flash Optical Energy emitted through 4π steradians
o Q: Incident Flash Optical Energy (∼hundred or hundreds of fJ, depending on sensor) = energy of 
the sliver (< 4π) of multiple-scattered near IR photons incident on sensor.  Q/E ∼ 10-22
o Q*: The portion of Q converted to digital counts =   Q minus losses (reflections, lens absorption, CCD quantum efficiency) 
and then converted to photoelectrons –> voltage –> digital counts.
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So data product generally overestimates true incidence by about a factor of n.
At max boresight the correction is n(0.82)/0.985 = 0.832n
n ∼ (flash area)/(pixel footprint)
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Heritage Flash Amplitude Baseline Computed by Koshak
Using Raw Data Results from Various Investigators
• OTD: poor sensitivity, only CONUS stats done, Z estimate … not best to use.
• More data in LIS Post-Boost than in Pre-boost … so Post-Boost better sample size
• Buechler & Christian study has 1 more year of data than the Beirle et al. study, and more specific mean 
event footprints (since Beirle didn’t separate out Pre-boost from Post-boost).
• So best estimate currently is 6th column above (bolded).
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79.8 72.8 55.7 57.9 67.9 59.9 60.3 
 
 
Summary
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DEPENDENCES Q U 𝜞
Depends on sensor orbit altitude z ?  
(i.e. on  ?)
YES YES NO
Depends on sensor A ? YES NO NO
Depends on sensor  ? YES NO NO
Accounts for flash cloud-top area S ? YES* YES* YES
* Bigger ⇒ bigger S, given z, but flash area is irritatingly modulated by boresight angle.
𝜞 is the best Metric
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… actual values depend on specific selection of solid angle values, so the 2 ratios can vary.
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TRMM/LIS Incident Flash Optical Energy  Q (fJ/flash)
Annual Average
Monthly Average
large drop in 2001 due to orbital boost
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